










































Moving Forward in Bioinformatics
Sheri Sanders
Bioinformatics Analyst 


The drop in sequencing cost changed the way we approach biology



ncgas.org

An order of magnitude every 3 years.

Analysis  complexity and time increasing

Time
Cost of Genomics Projects Through Time




MAJOR limitation is skill set, training, and approachability

http://www.businessinsider.com/super-cheap-genome-sequencing-by-2020-2014-10
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Addressing the skill gap
Pure Biology
Pure Computer Science
Analyses, GUI
(knowledge)
Clusters, new software,  troubleshooting
(understanding)
Coding, publishing
(contributing)
Clusters, new software,  troubleshooting
(understanding)


Command line Comfort
Cluster Comprehension
Data Management
Software Wrangling
Collaboration on Clusters
Troubleshooting
Other Tools and Tips
Skills Breakdown	


Getting Good at Command Line
Yes, it does get easier!











































Command line
Almost all analyses are run on command line... Galaxy actually converts your GUI input into command line to run on our machines!






Command line – General Structure
cp file1.txt file1.txt.copy

cp –R directory1 directory1.copy

cp --recursive directory1 directory1.copy

ls -l







How do you know if a option/flag is looking for information afterwards?

Google it
Use man <command>
Look at error


Command line – General Structure
ls –l file1

trim –b 3 –e 7 -k –o file1.trim file1

trim --begin 3 --end 7 --keep --out file1.trim file1








Pro tip: --help or –h is usually an option!
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Command Line Structure – why do we care?


Bash:
Trinity.pl --left file.fq --right file2.fq –seqType fq …etc

R:
read.table(“file”, sep=“ “, header=T)

Python:
print(variable1, sep=‘ ‘, file=”file1”)








In UNIX, whitespace separates chunks of information.

In R and Python, punctuation separates information.


Command Line Help
Basic Linux command cheatsheet
Longer tutorial
Online tutorial (codecademy)
The Biostar Handbook



Data Management on Clusters
Moving, Accessing, and Analyzing Your Data











































Computers you can log into 




karst.uits.iu.edu
	256 nodes, 16 cores, 16GB ram per core, for general use
	
mason.indiana.edu
		18 nodes, 32 cores per node, 512GB ram per node, for high memory genomics jobs.

bigred2.uits.iu.edu (slightly different architecture)
		~23,000 cores, ~43,000 GB ram total, for really big jobs
				




Users


Clusters are groups of computational nodes that act as a large shared resource to perform analyses.

Key features:
Remote access from your computer
SHARED by many users
Few log in nodes protected by firewall, etc. for the purpose of interacting with the cluster
MANY compute nodes that can run large jobs

Power of Clusters






How much space do I have? 

You can check it with: 

[hpstrn21@h2 ~]$ quota

Disk quotas for user hpstrn21
Filesystem			usage		quota		%	computed       
Home			2G 		100G 		2.0%	Now            
dc2/scratch		0.00G		none		--	2016-05-31     
Sda				0G		50.00T		0.0%	2016-07-28 


Clusters have shared space…

$$$$
Fast
$$$
Slower
$
Inconvenient unstable
$
Secure, Stable, Very Slow
The CPU doesn’t need fast access to data that is just sitting.  The data does need to be stable and secure!!
Files you are using need to process in the near future. 
This space fills up fast and is expensive!!!
Very very fast for currently processing files. 
You cannot store things here, it is for processor use only.


Space on IU clusters
Home(~): Small allocation meant for you to install programs you need, notes, template files, etc. 
It's permanent and fast access, but small.

Scratch (/N/dc2/scratch/<username>):  A much larger space for you to do actual work.  
Hold much larger volumes of data, but not meant for long term storage.  
Files are not accessed by the machine for 60 days will get purged (you get a warning email).  

Project (/N/dc2/projects/<name>): This space is by request only, and is very similar to scratch, only it purges every 6 months.

SDA:  For files you are not working on actively, but will need in the future.  
It is a much larger volume of storage, but it is slower (and much cheaper!)
You can store much more here (~50TB), and pull it back onto scratch/project space when needed.



Personal Computer
Data Management – Moving it around


UNIX is unforgiving.

Don’t want to:
Lose data
Spend oodles of grant money on computational resources
Spend oodles of valuable time moving things about or figuring out where/what they are.



Personal Computer



Data Servers
Computational Resources
(Clusters, etc.)

Data Archive

Public Archive



NCGAS
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Personal Computer



Data Servers
Computational Resources
(Clusters, etc.)

Data Archive

Public Archive
scp, ftp, rsync, globus, aspera, truck
scp, ftp, sftp, rsync 
scp, ftp, sftp, rsync
hsi, htar
custom



NCGAS
Tutorial




Users
Since everyone is using the login node, resources must be conserved here.
As a result, processes are limited to 20 min on login.

To use the power of the cluster, you need to submit the job to the compute nodes!
Running Jobs on the Shared Cluster


Getting in line - Job Submission 

In order to run a job for more than 20 minutes, you need to submit the job to the queue with a job file.

#PBS -k oe     #keep output and error
#PBS -m abe 	#mail me when job : a – abort, b - begins, e - ends
#PBS -M <your email>
#PBS -N <name of job>
#PBS -l nodes=1:ppn=1,vmem=16gb,walltime=2:00:00 

#Set up environment
module load java/1.7.0_40
module load fastqc

#you must enter the directory where your data is, with an absolute path
cd /N/dc2/scratch/ss93/Analysis

#call the program as you would normally
fastqc NewData.fq

Knowledge Base on Job Submission


Expanding Your Software Repertoire











































Clusters are shared resources…

Problem: I need to use two programs that depend on different versions of the same software (i.e. python).

Solution: Modules!

Modules allow you to easily add software to your environment depending on your needs.  You can swap between different versions of R, python, etc.  and whatever you have loaded does not affect anyone else.

For example:
I want R 3.1.1 for this class!
module load r (3.1.1 is the default)		#all modules on our system are lowercase.  This is semi-standard

But I need to use R 3.0.1 for this other course that requires it!
module unload r (different versions cannot be installed at the same time!)
module load r/3.0.1

module swap r/3.0.1
Cluster Quick Start.ppt
Cluster Quick Start.docx


Modules
Modules make certain programs available to you in your path without having to find/install them. 

View module list: 
module av

List the modules you have loaded:
module list 

Determine if a module needs another module loaded first (dependency) and to get more information on the module in general:
module display <module name>

Load a module: 
module load <module name>

Unload a module:
module unload <module name>

Software Installed and Managed by NCGAS 
(all available as modules)


How to get new software
Software installation is not as simple as download and double click.  However, there are some general guides and most files have READMEs. 

Installing Software Tutorial

But feel free to ask NCGAS – we will install new modules or help walk you through installing programs (we’ve installed HUNDREDS).

Software Request Form




Analysis Consultation

NCGAS does a lot of small scale consultations for projects and software.

As a result, we have lots of experience with different problems, software, and analyses.

We’re biologists!


Sharing Data
Collaborating without burning everything down














































				drwxr-xr-x


Data Management – Permissions
$ ls -lh
-rwxr-xr-x	ss93	affiliate	34GB	Jun	8	2016	file1.fq

u
g
o
$ ls -lh
-rwxr-xr-x	ss93	affiliate	34GB	Jun	8	2016	file1.fq

“d” means directory, 
- is a file
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				drwxr-xr-x


read/list
write
execute/open
$ ls -lh
-rwxr-xr-x	ss93	affiliate	34GB	Jun	8	2016	file1.fq

u
g
o
Knowledge Base on Permissions
Data Management – Permissions
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Sharing Data Problem 1
Problem: My PI gave me group permissions to the data folder… but I still cannot get into it…


















































R
-
X
R
-
X
- - -
R
W
X


- - -
- 
-
-




Think of the file system as a physical space.
You have to move through this space based on your access.
Once you are in a rwx folder, you can do as much damage as you want.
You can see inside directories with r permission, and enter into directories with x permission.






R
-
X
-
-
-

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
R
W
X
If you don’t have x (enter/open) access to a directory, YOU CANNOT move through it to areas, even if you have permission to other locations!  They are behind locked doors!








R
-
X
R
-
X
- - -
R
W
X
- - -
- 
-
-



You have to have at least x (open) permissions for the WHOLE PATH!! No teleporting!


Sharing Data Problem 2:
Problem: Okay, now that I’m in this folder.. 
What are all these files in here?  
What am I even looking at???











































Solution: READMEs
(No histories like in Galaxy!)
#########################################
#README
#Author: Sheri Sanders
#Date: July 2016
#Purpose of folder:  Project folder for Salamander RNAseq
#
#########################################

Contents:
NOTE: Raw data archived in SalRNA.tar.gz on SDA
Trimmed/ – trimmed sequences using Trimmomatic version 5.6.0.  commands below.
Aligned/ – sequences aligned to salamander transcriptome
…

File names:
<sample><species><condition>.<read>.<analyses>
i.e. 14LatChyt.1.trimmed.filtered.aligned.bam

Commands used:
Trimming - ...
Alignment - ...
Document who to contact with questions, when this project was done, what the purpose of this file is!
This goes hand in hand with archiving – these files should be included in archive!
Include:
contents of directory
versions of software
version of code
what file names mean
commands that were used!
You can only rerun code you know!

THIS WILL SAVE YOUR SANITY!!!


Gaining Independence and Speed
Troubleshooting, Learning, and Experimenting











































Troubleshooting

This skill will come with time and experience.  
	Take your time to UNDERSTAND what you are doing
	Trust no code – investigate what a program does and how it does it
		Computer science assumptions are not biology assumptions
	Everything is your fault ^_^
		Approach errors by isolating, identifying, investigating
		Try everything with small subsets of your data
	Explore!



Who you gonna call (email)?
NCGAS
XSEDE Campus Champions Info
Computing Help at IU
Don’t forget your library services!


All content on this ppt, including the ppt itself are located at pages.iu.edu/~ss93



When command line is not for you!
Galaxy.iu.edu – The demo you had previously.  A GUI front end to genomics software that we keep updated.

Trinity Galaxy – A Galaxy instance specialized for the assembly of RNAseq data.

Rstudio.iu.edu – A web GUI for using R that runs on Karst.  Nice environment for statistics that interphases with the spaces you have on IU computers.

Karst Desktop – A desktop that accesses Karst, allowing you to run programs graphically while still accessing your spaces.
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